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Delivery of a 210,000-dwt Bulk Carrier "CAPE BROLGA" for JFE Steel Corporation 

 

Today, the 210,000-dwt ton capesize bulker "CAPE BROLGA" which had been under 

construction at Tsu shipyard of Japan Marine United Co., Ltd., has been delivered to Kawasaki 

Kisen Kaisha, Ltd. (“K” LINE). 

 

 The vessel has been built by adopting the original energy-saving propulsion devices made by 

Japan Marine United Corporation and the vessel’s accommodation which has consequently 

reduced the resistance of drag caused by oncoming wind. (*1) She is expected to reduce fuel 

consumption by these devices and low wind resistance accommodation, compared to 

conventional vessels and growing the obtainable deadweight. It is a state-of-the-art ship that 

gathers world-class technology among capesize bulk carriers. 

 Additionally, in order to improve the resistance towards corrosion of the cargo holds of the 

vessel, a specific cargo hold corrosion-resistant steel (JFE-SIP®-CC) (*2) for coal developed by 

JFE Steel Corporation has been adopted. 

 

 She will be engaged in the carrying of iron ore and coal transport for JFE Steel Corporation 

under a long-term consecutive voyage charter contract. 

 

 With plenty of vessels of various types and sizes (from very large to small), "K" Line offers its 

customers a unique range of transport services. "K" Line will remain agile in actively responding 

to the diversifying needs for shipments of both ore and other iron-bearing raw materials. 

 

【Vessel Particulars】 

Main Measure :   LOA 299.99M × Width 50.00M ×Depth 25.00M × Draft 18.40M 

Deadweight :  211,982 T 

Gross Ton :  108,605  

Main Engine :  Hitz MAN-B&W 7S65ME-C-8.5-HPSCR 

Speed :  14.3KTS 

Class :  NK 

Flag :  Japan 

Builder :  Japan Marine United Corporation 

 

 

(*1) Super Stream Duct®, SURF-BULB®, ALV-Fin®, which are able to reduce fuel consumption 

compared to conventional equipment, are installed near the propeller, and LEADGE-BOW®, 

which has a shape that reduces resistance from waves on the bow has been adopted. 

Energy saving devices | Hydrodynamic engineering | Technology development | Japan Marine 

https://www.jmuc.co.jp/en/rd/development/hydrodynamics/energy-saving/
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(*2) JFE-SIP®-CC: Corrosion Resistant Steel for Coal Cargo Holds 

JFE Steel Corporation | Plates | Corrosion-Resistant Steel Plate for Shipbuilding (jfe-steel.co.jp) 

 

【CAPE BROLGA】 

 

https://www.jmuc.co.jp/en/rd/development/hydrodynamics/energy-saving/
https://www.jfe-steel.co.jp/en/products/plate/b03.html

